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1. Background 

Recent climate change scenarios predict an increasing number of intense and heavy rainfall 

events which intense the need of self-erecting flood protection systems. Within the Faculty of 

Civil Engineering at University of Kaiserslautern (Germany), scientists from construction 

engineering and flood risk management developed a new self-erecting flood barrier using 

newly developed materials like Ultra-High Performance Concrete (UHPC). 

 

Figure 1: self-erecting flood barrier system at rest state 

2. Description 

Within a research project (funded by the German Federal Ministry for Transport, Building and 

Digital Infrastructure), a complete new construction principle was used. It focus on system 

reliability, robustness and low production costs.  

The protection elements are self-erecting and able to react to a sudden flooding. Furthermore, 

they don’t need any electrical drive to get in place nor installation by manpower. For the daily 

use a robust and non-slip surface was developed which is easy to clean after a flood event 

(figure 1 and 2). 



 

Figure 2: self-erecting flood barrier system at erected state 

The German researchers have successfully developed Sandwich elements with thin top layers 

made from ultra-high performance concrete since many years. The use of this kind of 

construction for flood protection barriers is innovative and hasn’t been done before. Especially 

the developed concrete hinge is completely new and unparalleled in concrete construction. 

This hinge is watertight and able to bear all acting loads. In this context, a number of 

construction details for hinge, form and reinforcement technology have been solved. The 

functionality and load/bearing capacity beside others has been investigated with numeric 

methods as well as experiments. 

During the experimental work in the laboratory of concrete structures many technological and 

functional obstacles have been tackled. A series of load-bearing investigations on the concept 

as well as on the prototype component just like static, cyclic and dynamic loading in both states 

and a dynamic vehicle load simulation have been carried out (figure 3).  

  

  
Figure 3: shows some experimental approaches on the prototype components 



 

Moreover a functionality and robustness testing of the integrated system under realistic 

conditions have been conducted and the system revealed satisfying results (figure 4). 

Consequently the developed flood protection system is at a technical readiness level TRL 5. 

  

Figure 4: shows the functionality testing  of the self-erecting flood barrier 

 


